Message from the Mayor

Coffs Harbour is truly a lovely corner of paradise. Known for having one of the most liveable climates in Australia, it is also one of only two places on the entire continent where the mountains meet the sea.

Our local government area begins at Bundagen in the south where we border Bellinger Shire Council, goes out westwards as far as Lowanna and north to encompass Barcoongere State Forest above Red Rock.

This has blessed us with a wonderful coastal landscape of unspilt, sparkling beaches intersected by lush headlands and dotted with towns and villages, all boasting their own very special character.

Offshore, the Solitary Islands Marine Park is a meeting point between two ocean currents that play host to sea life – including many species of whales - that would not normally exist in such close proximity.

Further inland, the landscape becomes a mix of laid-back rural ambience combined with magnificent stretches of world heritage national parks. Coffs Harbour is home to possibly the most numerous species of eucalypts in the entire continent and we have flora and fauna to match, including one of the largest koala populations in NSW.

The people aren’t bad either! We really do pride ourselves on being a community of around 73,000 that warmly welcomes all - visitors, newcomers and even those just passing through.

We are home to the largest Sikh population in regional Australia who are part of a much wider, culturally diverse population of more than 50 nationalities. In recent years, we have successfully integrated different waves of former refugees who have happily shared their own traditions while learning about ours and, in doing so, added to the depth of cultural heritage of the whole community.

The region has also always been home to the Gumbaynggirr people, whose dreamtime stories are a fascinating part of local cultural history. The Gumbaynggirr country actually extends from the Namucca River to as far north as the Clarence River and eastward to the ocean, including Coffs Harbour’s LGA.

The unique environment and the warm welcome from the community that I’ve just described have both played a crucial part in our strategic development into one of the best event locations in regional NSW and across Australia.

We have twice won the globally-acclaimed International Festivals and Events Association (IFEA) World Festival and Event City Award for the quality of the events – both cultural and sporting – that we host.

These events range from the Kennards Hire Rally Australia, to the many Touch Football and Oz Tag Championships, Coffs Harbour International Buskers and Comedy Festival, Coffs Coast Cycle Challenge, the annual Harmony Festival, Woolgoolga Curryfest and Sawtell Chilli Festival.

Many sports events are attracted to Coffs by the C.ex Coffs International Stadium which is considered one of the best regional sporting locations in the country. We recently hosted an A-League / W-League double-header which was televised live - thanks to the broadcast quality floodlighting at the ground - and regularly welcome major NRL and AFL games to the city.

We’ve also got excellent restaurants and cafés, fun attractions, a lively arts scene and a thriving retail sector of boutiques and major high street chains. Do you see for yourself? I can guarantee you a very, very warm welcome.

New National Still Life Award

Coffs Harbour’s Regional Gallery launched a new chapter in the development of its long association with the genre of still life this year with the new National Still Life Award.

The still life genre was proposed for the Coffs Harbour Regional Gallery in 2007 as there was no pre-existing art award in Australia with this subject. Ten years later, it remains the only award for the still life genre in Australia and attracts entries from all around the country from artists in all stages of their careers.

Building on the foundation established by the Gallery in 2007 with the considerable and valued support of Sydney based business man and sponsor, Dr. Mal Eutick, the Eutick Memorial Still Life Award (known as EMSLA™) has established Coffs Harbour Regional Gallery as the home of the still life genre.

The National Still Life Award will be open to all art forms, not just painting, encompassing a more contemporary and innovative approach to art making and will become a biennial exhibition from 2019, alternating with Grafton Regional Gallery’s JADA (Jacaranda Acquisitive Drawing Award).

The still life award is a signature event in the cultural calendar of the Coffs Harbour region and has a wide ranging audience demographic from curious community members to avid art lovers.

Lauree Mossuto - Be still, my shopping cart
Coffs Harbour ‘Jewel’ begins to shine

Efforts to put the ‘harbour’ back into the heart of Coffs Harbour are now well under way after decades of false starts. The Jetty Foreshores is a focal point for community and visitor recreation and, despite being referred to as the region’s ‘Jewel in the Crown’, the foreshores precinct has historically struggled to make the transformation from its industrially struggled past to a contemporary leisure and visitor destination. The J4S project Stages 2-4 are moving rapidly towards completion, as benchmarked by the LGA. For projected growth for many years to come.

Start-up technology is focus

Coffs Harbour City Council places great importance on building healthy economies in order to have healthy communities. For some time, we have been conducting workshops and presentations for local business owners, residents and government and non-government stakeholders to look at and understand the economic needs of our community, now and into the future, and how positive impacts can be strengthened and negative impacts minimised. This series of workshops and consultations will allow the development of a rede fined and targeted set of priorities for us - at the very least, but hopefully also the broader community - to strengthen the area’s economy, focusing on current strengths while being vigilant of future needs and opportunities.

The project was broken down into four stages. Stage 1 was centred around a new, feature Walkway connecting the historic 19th century Jetty to the Jetty Strip dining quarter. This was completed in October 2015 and has since garnered very positive feedback from visitors and locals alike.

The Walkway itself is a five-metre wide decorative concrete shared pathway/cycleway, which tells the story of our Aboriginal and European heritage, the iconic, heritage-listed Jetty structure and the industrial use of the foreshores.

During construction of Stage 1, Council made an application to the Australian Government’s Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development National Stronger Regions Fund (NSRF) for matching funds to complete Stages 2-4. In December 2015, Council was notified that it had been successful in securing $4.6m from the NSRF, giving the $9.2m project the green light.

The following 12 months were dedicated to the development of detailed designs and approvals for the project with key elements of the construction including the construction of a sea wall, wide steps and plaza area onto Jetty Beach, the construction of an elevated boardwalk connecting the plaza area to the iconic timber Jetty and the development of a community recreation hub with designated market space, performance stage, fitness node, picnic shelters, public amenities and parking.

In April 2017, construction contracts were finalised and the J4S project Stages 2-4 are now under construction.

Start-up technology is focus

Coffs Harbour City Council places great importance on building healthy economies in order to have healthy communities. For some time, we have been conducting workshops and presentations for local business owners, residents and government and non-government stakeholders to look at and understand the economic needs of our community, now and into the future, and how positive impacts can be strengthened and negative impacts minimised. This series of workshops and consultations will allow the development of a redis-
Message from the General Manager

Coffs Harbour’s community already enjoys an enviable environment and lifestyle – as the Mayor has outlined in her own Message. Coupled with the environmental attractions are affordable housing, an NBN network, modern medical and hospital facilities, excellent education institutions - including a Southern Cross University campus and a UNSW Rural Clinical School - and easy air and road access to capital cities. It’s a perfect place to live and work - and a pretty good place to visit!

The lifestyle and opportunities offered by the city was one of the reasons I was attracted to Coffs Harbour City Council back in 2010, another was its reputation as a leader in local government.

Maintaining that reputation – and helping build the city as a regional economic hub with a strong community - were goals I was keen to set myself and they have remained my focus. In these challenging days of tighter budgets and cost-shift ing, financial sustainability has to be the highest priority. For too long, Coffs Harbour had been running annual deficits in delivering community services. Plus we had a significant shortfall every year in the funds we needed to repair and replace the $2bn worth of ageing community assets we maintain.

Clearly, this needed to be tackled and so the organisation introduced a series of interlinked strategies. The most visible – and the most challenging for the organisation - was a transformational restructure and review of Council’s operations. This restructure, which was brought in in 2014, was forecast to make savings of up to $3.2m per year by 2017/2018, but we actually achieved this target a full 12 months early, plus we are continuing to identify further bankable efficiencies.

This is being achieved through the internal development of a tailored continuous improvement program. In addition, we had also previously secured the NSW Government’s agreement to a Special Rate Variation schedule, implemented in 2015, that is set to bring in an extra $6.2m after three years for community infrastructure maintenance and renewal.

Alongside these strategies, we have implemented a rolling programme of improving asset management to optimise maintenance costs, asset replacements, depreciation and find more efficient ways to deal with the backlog of repairs and replacements.

But one of the most innovative models we adopted was to look at investing in and re-focusing our commercial business units to provide niche solutions for the local government sector. This approach has been particularly successful with our construction and maintenance division, Coastal Works, and our technology arm, City-Smart Solutions.

As well as bringing in millions of dollars of extra income, they have also provid ed a direct flow-on to local sub-contractors and suppliers – which has benefited the local economy overall.

I’m pleased to say that, as a result of the changes implemented and with the support of a courageous elected Council, Coffs Harbour City Council was declared to be ‘Fit for the Future’ by the NSW Government in 2015 following its assessment of the strength and effectiveness of local government throughout the state.

While there are always more and, often, unexpected challenges out there, I feel that Coffs Harbour City Council is facing the future in a robust position based on a platform of confident financial sustainability.

Laboratory services for the region

This year, Coffs Harbour Laboratory will celebrate 26 years of providing chemical and microbiological analysis to the Coffs Coast community and surrounding areas.

The business began with just one employee and today, has grown to seven employees with positive growth each year. In 1991 Coffs Harbour City Council recognised the importance of a dedicated Laboratory that would service the region.

As it grew, Council recognised that we needed a robust quality control framework and as a result, formed an interlab group with several laboratories along the east coast of NSW to compare testing methods.

We are proud to have achieved - and still maintain the highest accreditation by the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) in Chemical and Microbiology testing.

Today, the Coffs Harbour Laboratory continues to monitor a wide range of water, soil and leachate samples providing high quality analytical results to local councils, government departments, oyster growers, developers, business and private clients.

Premier events destination

The Coffs Coast is a renowned event destination: a boast that can be substantiated by the city being known as the Premier regional sporting and events precinct in NSW.

Events, both sporting and cultural, play a significant role in attracting large volumes of new and repeat visitors to Coffs Harbour, as well as providing a vibrant backdrop of activity, entertainment, education and well-being for residents of the broader Coffs Community. Events also deliver a large economic benefit to our regional community, providing direct and indirect financial benefits along with increased employment across a number of sectors within the community.

The Coffs Coast Sport and Leisure Park, including C.ex Leisure Park, including C.ex International Stadium, is central to many of the sporting events in the LGA – and has contributed hugely to the city being known as the premier regional sporting precinct in NSW. The Stadium is the centrepiece of the precinct and is renowned as one of the best outdoor stadiums in Australia with an elite class playing surface and one of the most valuable and utilised assets on the coast. Council has identified a need to increase capacity at the Stadium. To this end we have developed a strong business case to build an EPIC stadium for the future, including detailed plans, to allow us to make the most of available funding opportunities.

A look at some of the recent national and international events the city has hosted is ample proof. Spectator events have included games of the Women’s International Cricket series, an A-League/W-League Double Header fixture, an AFL pre-season match and a Big Bash league trial game along with various participation sports hosting up to 12,000 spectators.

The FFA World Rally Championship final round is undoubtedly the largest sporting event hosted on the Coffs Coast and showcases the amazing facilities for participants, officials and spectators. The Coffs Coast provides the rugged, yet beautiful terrain the competitors need, along with the facilities and opportunities that help fans and locals make the most of this annual event. The WRC championship has a strong connection with the Coffs Coast which will once again welcome the international teams back as the host city for the Australian - and final - round of the 2017 event.
Coastal Works has economic impact

Coastal Works is the construction and maintenance arm of Coffs Harbour City Council. Its primary purpose is to build and maintain the public infrastructure owned by the Coffs Harbour community.

Over the past nine years, Coastal Works has also competed for and won commercial works contracts – primarily with the NSW Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) and other government bodies - totalling more than $36m. Plus, the team has also completed a range of projects for local councils in roads, bridges, water and sewer infrastructure. In 2016, in a partnership with Thinxtra, Coffs Harbour City Council was announced as the first regional city in Australia to receive full coverage for Internet of Things (IoT).

Coastal Works has recently gained the internationally recognised ISO accreditation in Environment, Safety and Quality Management Systems for civil engineering. Gaining this accreditation demonstrates the organisation’s commitment to providing high quality products and services that will consistently meet the expectations of clients and the community.

As a business unit of Coffs Harbour City Council, Coastal Works is also well aware of the processes and procedures of local government and the importance of community consultation and engagement. In addition, the team is at the forefront of technological solutions to enhance efficiencies and productivity while delivering quality projects in civil infrastructure.

Take a look at the Coastal Works website for more information – www.coastalworks.com.au